
STRESS AND 
ANXIETY



STRESS, FEAR, ANXETY

▸ Fear is associate with clear, present, identifiable threat. 

▸ Yılandan korkarım. 

▸ Anxiety occurs in the absence of immediate threat, mostly 
related to ambitious and future threat. 

▸ Overestimate danger of the future event 

▸ Overstate the likelihood of that event 

▸ What if this terrible thing happens and I cannot 
control it? It would be a disaster.



FEAR & ANXIETY

▸ They are both functional. 

▸ Fear activates fight, flight or freeze 
response. 

▸ Anxiety prepares you for the future, 
possible danger. When you are tense 
and alert, it is easier to jump to fight or 
flight response. 

▸ Sisli ve ıssız bir yerde araba sürerken 
koltukta daha dik oturur, direksiyonu 
daha sıkı tutarız. Karşımıza bir köpek 
çıktığında hızlıca durabiliriz.



BUT…

▸ When they are frequent, intense 
and hard to turn off, they can result 
in anxiety disorders. 

▸ Sleep problems, fatigue, irritability, 
poor concentration, reduced 
performance and productivity. 

▸ Social anxiety, panic disorder, 
specific phobias, 
agoraphobia, generalized 
anxiety disorder



THE ROLE OF MEMORY

▸ The structure of brain is unique to each individual and 
individual’s personal history. 

▸ Every experience creates a neural spider-web-like network.  

▸ Neurons that wire together fire together. 



THE ROLE OF MEMORY

▸ If a certain pattern has been stimulated in the past, the 
probability of activating a similar profile increases.  

▸ If the pattern is fired repeatedly, the probability of future 
activation is increases.



THE ROLE OF MEMORY

Explicit Memory 

‣ Present after first year of life. 

‣ Involve semantic memory and 
autobiographical memory. 

‣ Focal attention is required for 
encoding. 

‣ Requires conscious awareness 
for encoding and subjective 
sense of recollection.

Implicit Memory 

‣ Present even at/before birth. 

‣ Involve mental models and 
priming. 

‣ Focal attention is not required 
for recoding. 

‣ Includes behavioral, 
emotional, perceptual and 
somatosensory memory.



Each of us born twice. First from our mothers’ body over a few hours 
and again from our parents’ psych over a lifetime.

L. Cosolino, 2012







FAST AND SLOW FEAR NETWORKS

Joseph LeDoux, 1994

Joseph LeDoux, 1949 - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMI3hbgRj6o


CHANGE IN BEHAVIORS

▸ It's Monday morning. Mehtap worries 
about her children to be late for 
school. She is also worried about her 5 
minute speech at work. In addition, 
she worries about her sick brother. 

▸ She engages in “worry behaviors” that 
perpetuate her anxiety to prevent 
catastrophic outcome. 

▸ Take the children to their school 
too early, become over-prepared 
for her speech, check her brother 
frequently.



ANXIETY

▸ When worrying and engaging in 
worry behaviors, everyone becomes 
stressed. 

▸ I am an incompetent mother. 

▸ I can’t  handle both motherhood and 
career and sisterhood. 

▸ She feels tired, sleepless, pain in 
shoulders, problems in stomach.  

▸ If I can’t feel well physically I will not 
be function properly. 

WORRY 

X 
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STEP BACK AND OBSERVE YOUR ANXIETY



▸ When we worry, we forget our 
capacity to handle event the worst 
outcome.  

▸ People survive even in situations in 
which they think to be 
catastrophic.

REALISTICALLY ASSESS RISK



REALISTICALLY ASSESS RISK



▸ According to Craske and Barlow 
(2006) worries are often associated 
with vivid mental images. 

▸ Each time we relax the image, we 
experience fight or flight response.  

▸ Fearful images gives fuel to our worry. 

▸ As we try to avoid that image, it just 
pop up again. 

▸ As we purposefully face our fearful 
image, our fear declines.

FACE YOUR WORST FEARS



FACE YOUR WORST FEARS



▸ Begin with the least anxiety proving 
image, read your description, close 
yoru eyes, imagen the scene clearly. 

▸ Rate vividness of the image (0 to 
10) 

▸ Stay focus on it for 5 minutes. 

▸ Relax using cue control relaxation, 
progressive relaxation and once 
relaxed answer the following 
questions:

FACE YOUR WORST FEARS: IMAGERY EXPOSURE

▸ Do you think that just bus you imaged 
this event, it might happen? 

▸ If it happens, what would you do to deal 
with it? (relaxation, rationality, humor, 
support system) 

▸ How are you exaggerating the meaning 
of the imaged event? 

▸ Based on the facts and evidence, how 
likely is it to happen? 

Think of realistic interpretation and 
your personal sources !!!



▸ Read your description, image the 
event and rate the anxiety severity. 
Also imagine the next days and 
how you handle with it.  

▸ Relaxing and then asking the same 
questions. 

FACE YOUR WORST FEARS: IMAGERY EXPOSURE

▸ Do you think that just bus you imaged 
this event, it might happen? 

▸ If it happens, what would you do to deal 
with it? (relaxation, rationality, humor, 
support system) 

▸ How are you exaggerating the meaning 
of the imaged event? 

▸ Based on the facts and evidence, how 
likely is it to happen? 

Think of realistic interpretation and 
your personal sources !!!



▸ It is just the image not the reality. 

▸ Imagining an event does not make 
it come true. 

▸ The more you expose yourself, the 
less stressing it is going to be.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS



▸ Worry behaviors are designed to 
prevent bad things from 
happening. 

▸ Checking and checking again to 
prevent your boss to yell at you. 

▸ It convince you that your  boss 
can yell at you because of a 
mistake. 

▸ You disregard your capacity to 
deal with smo yelling at you.

CHANGING WORRY BEHAVIORS

Endless worry 

Needless tension 

Waste of time

Negative reinforcement 

for worry behaviors



▸ Identify worry behaviors. 

▸ Plan alternatives to your worry 
behaviors. 

▸ Predict what will happen when   
you don’t perform worry behavior. 

▸ Estimate the level of worry when 
you perform alternative behavior.

CHANGING WORRY BEHAVIORS



PRACTICE IT ON YOUR DAILY 
LIFE.


